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CrE)fb@f Nko#$; hmfy:rFc;mi dr"t@'-l)a rme)Oy,wA hwFhy: wylf)' )rFy,"wA 
K1yle)' rma)o r#$e)j  

 

)rFy,"wA 
 
 

)rFy,"wA, “and (He) appeared,” is the Niphal Imperfect 3ms 

(apocopated) of  h)frf with the Waw Conversive (see footnote 3, p. 

137).  
 

 

MORPHOLOGY  When Waw Conversive (
. wA) is prefixed to the 

Niphal Imperfect form h)erFy", the He at the end of  h)frf 
drops off (as is typical of III- h verbs). Thus the form to which 

the Waw Conversive is prefixed ends up being  )rFy,"wA.  
 
The Niphal weak is covered in Chapter 25 of BBH. 
 

 

hwFhy: wylf)' 
 
 

wylf)' is the preposition l)e with the 3ms pronominal suffix “(to) 

him.” Recall that some prepositions, like l)e, always take a Type II 

pronominal suffix. hwFhy: is the Tetragram, the proper name of God 

normally rendered “LORD.” 
 



 

rme)Oy,wA 
 
 

rme)Oy,wA “and (He) said…” is the Qal imperfect 3ms of rma)f with the 

Waw Conversive.  
 
 

hmfy:rFc;mi dr"t@'-l)a 
 
 

hmfy:rFc;mi dr"t@'-l)a “Do not go down to Egypt…” the negative 

particle l)a is connected to the imperfect verb dr"t@' (Qal Imperfect 

3ms of drayF) with a Maqqef to express an immediate, specific and 

non-durative prohibition (see 15.9). In this instance Isaac was 
instructed “Do not go down to Egypt…”. Note the proper noun Egypt 

with the directional ending h f, specifying where Isaac  was not to go. 

 
 

K1yle)' rma)o r#$e)j CrE)fb@f Nko#$; 
 
 

Nko#$; is the Qal Imperative 2ms of Nka#$f meaning  “settle!” or “dwell!” 

with the characteristic vowel pattern of the 2ms strong verb 

imperative. CrE)fb@f is the preposition b@; affixed  to the definite noun 

CrE)fhf. 
 

K1yle)' rma)o r#$e)j The relative pronoun r#$e)j followed by the 

phrase rma)o (Qal Imperfect 1cs of rma)f), plus the preposition l)e 
(with the 2ms pronominal suffix), meaning “which I will tell you.” 
 



 
FINAL TRANSLATION 
 

“The LORD appeared to him and said, ‘Do not go down to Egypt (but) 
dwell in the land which I will tell you.’” 


